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2. SUMMARY OF FACrS: 

a. lstory of Fhiht 

(1) Thee F-l6As, and one F-16B, call sign MlTr 41 through 44, took off from Kelly Air Force 

Base, Texas at 0930 Central Standard Time (TAB G-8,-k-2). MTheywere to conduct alow level 

giges -alongYM 105 to restricted area R6312 for sifac -attack trainMing - on Dixie Range.  

- Foalwipgthe ,"range ork,MATT 41 fligh planne~d-to&ndupt .two .versus two tactical intercepts 

in the iyjfstal Mlltary OPertn Aria (TAB K-4,-V-4, N-, V- taproxma y ll 

Central Standard Tine, the engiwe 'of W'lT- 44,-arcaft' 834173, experienced -p power loss due to 

bu-d ing- in(A -,08 npetdw h nie~~ that the bad*u efigine control 

. ws sleced idcaigtbtatui~t~dan irsat(TAB 1-2) fA&W daseuenced 

ejection' was initiated at ,approxinately 1500ýý Ze bv roud leeaid tob6 5 nt 

-AIR *12;: V-4)..The airraf crashed npvaprptyi aedcouyTxs, 
ijii~xnitry75 auica miessouheat ,atau i -Air Fdrc6Bae Texasr(TAB A-ý2, P-2).  

Damgetopnateprpetyapeard inma (AB P-)~ n iiuews releases were priddb 

the Safx- Anoi Arogstics Center offi wc~i~ulcAx~(A A 

(2), All times are based on MiAlt 4's- reporte takeffime, plus event datafromn the aircraftfs 

seat data recorder analysis and the crash tiespeiifed M"AP Form 711A (TAB A-2): Analysis of 
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the seat data recorder revealed that recorded altitude, airspeed, and angle of attack information was 

erroneous (TAB 0-3).  

b. Mission: 

The mission was scheduled as a four-ship surface attack mission designed to accomplish MULTI

COMMAND INSTRUCTION 11-208 training requirements (TAB V-4, V-7, V-8). Tactical 

intercepts were planned in the Crystal Military Operating Area following the range work 

(TAB V-4, V-7, V-8). The primary objective of the mission was to fill bombing training 
requirements and increase proficiency in two versus two tactical intercepts (TAB V-4, V-7, V-8).  

The mission overview planned for single ship takeoffs with 15 seconds spacing and low level 

navigation along low level training route VR1 105 to Dixie Range located in restricted area R6312 

(TAB K-4, V-4, V-7, V-8). Following range work, the flight was to proceed to the Crystal 

Military Operating Area, perform a G-awareness maneuver, and tactical intercepts, followed by an 
Instrument Flight Rules recovery to Kelly Air-Force Base, Texas (TAB K-4, V-4, V-7, V-8).  

MATT 41 was flown by MATT 42 was flown by• 
M TTr 43 waswasinb 

occupying the rear seat of the 

F-16B model (TAB K-2). loggng Flighturgeon flying time as required by 

AFR 60-1 (TAB V-4, AA-8).  

c. Briefinz and Prefliuht: 

•nandin reported that they had required crewrest for the mission (TAB V-7, 

Ws T ian el elected not to make a statement when interviewed; as a result, 

it is nott kown whether they had required crewrest (TAB V-2, V-3). However, a review of 

available records indicated that both pilots had the opportunity for required crewrest (TAB AA-18).  

The preflight briefing started at 0800 Central Standard Time for a planned 0930 takeoff and was 

conducted by (TAB V-4, V-7, V-8). -The scheduled takeoff time was modified from 

the originally scheduled time due to a range scheduli error, however, this had no effect on the 

b rie '(TAB V-7). AIfli members were present at the start of the briefing with the exception 

o fi n The arrived approximately 15 mimiutes late due toan aircraft 

schii1~ d ii (TAB V.4, V74)reported ide'rstood the objectives and 
gthe mission. his not hwn early 

-undrstood the mission elemnhts br objcitives;,hwv, rno questions were asked-at the conclusion 

ofithe befie g -T4V;-V-7, V-8ý)., Sufficient tiewsalwdt re ihnelements and for 
af16-6 -4-1,V-, 'had a minor maintenace problem 

"whitiich n szt••a taxi out last. This proble did n delayt• tkeoff (TAB V-7).  

(1),MAT. 41 flight was fil•dAnd cleared for the Gxiiigh stereo fli.gt plan.(TAB K-3). At 

approxixpitel-.0930 Ceitral Stýý ,dsrd~iie,-thy a ceompsid sine shi takoffs with 15 
second lloý m j6 ýi& o spacing botwe'ei akirciaft. I .;joined hnpoeee lno level route V 1O5 to 
restiicted are R63 12adDxeRange- (T-AB VA; V-7,' V-8:instrumentFight Rules were 
teiiilaitad4monitry uto VR1105 (TARK_- 41~.
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(2) - checked in with the Dixie Range controller during a flyup maneuver for a tactical 
pass. Communication with the range controller was degraded and Capt Watson coordinated for 
flightlead control on the range (TAB V-7). Additional bombing passes were performed from a 
pop-up pattern. Clouds over the range required some modification of planned events. Strafe was 
not performed due to the communication difficulties experienced (TAB V-4, V-7, V-8).  

(3) MATT 41 flight departed Dixie Range and restricted area R6312 at approximately 0959 
Central Standard Time, performed battle damage checks, and requested clearance to the Crystal 
Military Operating Area (TAB N-4, V-4, V-7, V-8). Houston Air Route Traffic Control Center 
assigned an Identification Friend or Foe Mode 3 code and cleared MATI 41 flight into the Crystal 
Military Operating Area to maintain an altitude block between "six thousand feet and flight level 
four, five, zero" (TAB N-4). assumedS flight was under Instniment Flight Rules 
control at this point (TAB V-7).  

(4) MATT 41 flight entered Crystal Military Operating Area at approximately 16,500 feet mean 
sea level with MATT 43 element approximately two miles in trail of MATIT 41 element (TAB V-4, 
V-7). pproved MATT 43 element to split to a prebriefed north point and MATT 41 
element turned tward a prebriefed south point (TAB V-4, V-7, V-8). Both MATT 41 and 43 
elements performed G-awareness maneuvers with MATT 41 element maneuvering within the 
lateral and vertical confines of the Crystal Military Operating Area to set up a target run for 
MATT 43 element (TAB V-4, V-7, V-8).  

(5) At some time after the split up s assumed the tactical lead of MATT 43 element 
(TAB V-4)th en led the element below the base of the Crystal Military Operating 
Area while setting up the first intercept (TAB V-4). There is no evidence that the designated flight 
lead of M1A1T 43 ele etook any action to prevent or correct the descent below the 
base of the area (TAB V-4, AA-4). The proximity of MATT 43 to MATT 44's aircraft varied but 
appeared to be within visual limits (TAB V-4, V-5).  

(6) At approximately 1011 Central Standard Time, after coming out of a turn to the south for the 
first intercept, MATT 44, aircraft 83-1173, ingested a turkey vulture and the engine lost thrust and 
disintegrted (TAB P-2, 0-2, 0-8, V-4, V-5). The exact altitude and airspeed of MATT 44 at the 
time ofitte bird ingestion and engine failure is unknown but visually estimated to be 1000 feet 
above ground level and between 350-400 knots (TAB 0-2, V-2, V-3, V-4, AA-4).  
testified th ti d not look at the-airspeed indicator or altineterduring this manuvenng but 
estimated altitude and aiispe~d by-observing gro ufd referehces (TAB V-4). Terr. elevation 
under thi Crystal Mility CO@wati Area averages bdween 400 to 850 feet mean sea 
level (Tý, AA1W).Theviisual estimiate of altitude above ground level equates, to 1400 to 1850 
feet mea sea ievel or.460&to 4150 feet below the baseof the assigned area.  

-(inbegan a zoom maneuver ýid ani airst .art attempt was evident (TAB 3-2, -VA4, 
V-5). The engine of aircraft 83-1173 did not regain usable thrust and a dual sequenced.' 
ejectionwas initiated by theinVABV-4, A-2)..The exact altitueand a eed at 
ejection Is notknoiwribut estimated to-be 1500 fee above ground level and at or below 250 knots 
(TAB 0•2, V•. AA-4, AA-13). MTh6 rcraft impacded the ground -atapproiite 1019 Central 
"Standard ý'ime (j]AB A-ý2). - 1 

(8) The following sources were reviiwediin an attempt to determine the geographical position, 
3 
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altitude, and airspeed of MATr 43 element during the mishap sequence: Houston Air Route 

Traffic Control Center transcripts/radar plots, aircraft video tape recorder tapes, aircraft 83-1173 

seat data recorder, and witness testimony. No automated source of information provided evidence 

of MATT 43 element's position, altitude, or airspeed prior to or during the mishap sequence (TAB 

N-2, N-4, AA-4). Capt Braun did not take a Video Tape Recorderr ) tape for an unknown 

reason (TAB V-3, AA-4, V-10). It is not known whetherw•took a VTR tape; however, 
review of the assigned tape showed no mission elements recorded (TAB V-2, AA-4)Xi; 

and qdid not have any information as to the position, altitude or airspeed of MATT 43 

element during the mishap sequence (TAB N-2, N-4, V-7, V-8). MATT 41 element was 

geographically separated from MATT 43 element and no communications between the two 

elements occurred that indicated position, altitude, and airspeed (TAB N-2-, V-7, V-8). Although 

VTR tapes were available foran. review of their tapes did not reveal any 

information as to MATT 43 element's manuvering after te split up (TAB N-2).  

e. Impact: 

Aircraft 83-1173 was impacted by a turkey vulture at approximately 1011 Central Standard Time 

within the lateral confines of Crystal Military Operating Area (TAB 0-3, 0-8, V-5). Airspeed and 

altitude at the time of impact was estimated to be 1000 feet above ground level and between 350-400 

knots (TAB V-4). Exact aircraft altitude is unknown (TAB 0-2, V-2, V-3, V-4, AA-4). A study of 

turkey vulture strikes from 1985 through 1993 indicates that as an aircraft decreases altitude the 

probability of a turkey vulture strike substantially increases. Only one turkey vulture strike was 

reported by aircraft flying 5000 feet or higher above ground level or .3 percent of all reported turkey 

vulture strikes. Flying at 1500 feet or less above ground level, the number of reported turkey vulture 

strikes increased to 284 or 80.2 percent of all reported strikes (TAB 0-11). The aircraft impacted the 

ground and was destroyed at approximately 1019 Central Standard Tame, 1 July 1994, at Latitude 

N2819.5 and Longtitude W1OO11.8 (TAB A-2, M-2). The Report of Accident, AF Form 711A, 

mishap time'of 1019 Central Standard Time shows an approximately 8 minute lapse between the 

probable ejection time and aircraft impact (TAB A-2, 0-2). The 1019 time may actually be the time 

the report was relayed to operations. The aircraft impacted on private property in Maverick County 

Texas. The land is and arid'and used primarily for hunting. The primary impact bum area covered an 

area 100 feet in width by 400 feet in length. -Impact and bum damage was spread intermittently 

throughout that-area,(TAB P-2): The aircraft seat data recorder wvas malfunctioning and no aircraft 

video tape recorder tipo was available so aircraft impact attitude and airspeed is riot known (TAB 

0-2-- AA-4).1 -; 

f o Eiectio.- 

inadiliintiatd ai dual sequenced ejection from thieir aircraft between 

1011.36 and 1012:40'.Central -Standard Timne (TAB A-2, 0-3,YV-4). Ejection altitude was visually 

estimated•t6 b 1500-feietabove groutd level and at an airspeed of 250 knots or below (TAB V-4, AA

13)..No dediency was noted with the ejection system (TAB AA-13).  

g. Prml and Survival Equipment 

(1)-'All perscna and s.mivaI equipment inspections 'were curret (TAB AA-3).  

4 
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(2) and•n ere unable to locate the four-line jettison modification lanyards 

(TAB V-4, AA-13). The four-line jettison modification is designed to improve parachute 

controllability and reduce pilot oscillations during parachute descent. The tacking connecting 

parachute riser pairs also failed to break during parachute deployment on one of four riser pairs (TAB 

V-4, AA- 13). The tacking is designed to stabilize the position of the four-line jettison modification 

lanyard until opening parachute shock (TAB AA-13). Theinas not totally familiar with 

the operation of the emergency locator beacon, however, this had no impact on recovery or 

communications (TAB V-4).  

h. Rescue: 

(1) The event times used in the reconstruction of the rescue and crash response were obtained from 

events logs and memorandums provided by involved forces. In many cases, the times are approximate 

and based on a best recollection of events.  

(2) Aircraft 83-1173 crashed at a nmately 1019 Central Standard Time (TAB A-2)..  

witnessed the crash, notifiedinndi aand established a low altitude orbit over the 

crash site (TAB N-2, V-4, V-7, V-8).  

(3) When ableinnotified Houston Air Route Traffic Control Center, the supervisor of flying 

and squadron operations of the mishap (TAB V-7).  

(4) The 149 FG Supervisor of Flying notified the Air Boss who in turn notified the 149 FG 

Commander (TAB V-9,V-10,V-12). The Air Boss duty position was in squadron operations and, in 

fact, both the supervisor of flying and squadron operations personnel heard MATT 42!s transmission 

simultaneously. Between approximately 1020 and 1027 Central Standard Tune, the 149 FG 

Commander contacted the Kelly Air Force Base officials, the sheriff's department, and the Texas Army 

National Guard at Martindale Army Air Field to coordinate for a UH-1 helicopter to assist in the rescue 

effort (TAB V-9, AA-15-2). A UH-1 helicopter was dispatched from Martindale to Kelly Air Force 

Base at approximately 1030 Central Standard Tune for the purpose of refueling and to take on a flight 

surgeon and security personnel (TAB V-8, V-9, V-10, V-Il, AA-15-2).  

(5) Houston Air Route Traffic Control Center notified the border patrol through the Laredo Airport 

tower (TAB AA-15-3). A rescue effort was also coordinated with the County Sheriff of 

Maverick County Texa{'(TAB V-4, V-5, V-8, V-9,V-10, V-1l).  

I. Crh Response , 

(1) setup a low altitude orbit over the downed crewmembe setup a higher 

altitude or o the crash site and commanded the search and rescue effort. 4 W sent 

towards Kelly'Air Force Base to act as a radio relay- Contact between ihe d6wned arcrew and the 

search and rescue orbit was first established on the universal.emie frequency then switched to the 

"universal seac and rescue frequency. On the grom ascertained their medical 

conditi-n, provided initial first aid, and relayed their conditionto e rescue orbit Based onq 

inspetion, f�fet that neithe o aW had internal injuries (TAB V-) W 

"passe the information to the squadron flrouft the radio relay-(TAB VA, V-7, V-8, V-9, V-10, 

"-1, V- 12).  

5 
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(2) The Kelly AFB Consolidated 'Command Post activated the base Disaster Control Group at 1027 

Central Standard Time (TAB AA-15-5).  

(3) The Laughlin AFB Disaster Control Group was also activated in response to the mishap at 1105 

Central Standard Time (TAB AA-15-4). It was not determined how Laughlin AFB obtained notification 

of the incident. However, Laughlin AFB personnel had no play in the rescue of the crew.  

(4) At approximately 1039 Central Standard Time, the search and rescue orbit was forced to return to 

base due to a low fuel state (TAB V-4). At 1100 Central Standard Tune another F-16, call sign MATT 

31, was dispatched from the 182nd Fighter Squadron to orbit the scene (TAB V-4, V-7, V-8, V-9, 
V-10, V-11, V-12, AA-18). The first rescue asset on scene was a border patrol helicopter arriving at 
approximately 1130 Central Standard Time (TAB AA-15-3). A fixed wing aircraft of unknown origin 
orbited the general vicinity of the crash site and created some initial concern with rescue forces 
regarding a possible conflict in the area (TAB V-12). A conflict did not materialize• 
signaled the border patrol helicopter witl• signal mirror and the helicopter landed near the downed 
crewmembers (TAB VA). The helicoptor pilot offered first aid and transportatialgAB V-4, 
AA-15- 3) . nformed the border patrol pilot that both andýhad injuries, 
that neither were life threatening, and both were in stable condition (TAB V-4). The mishap crew 
initially elected not to use the border patrol helicopter as transportation due to its limited size (TAB 
V-4). Another approximately 40 minutes went by before the crewmembers were moved (TAB AA-15
3). A UH-1 rescue helicopter from Martindale Army Air Field was also enroute to the area taking off 
from Kelly AFB at sometime between 1040 and 1115 Central Standard Tine (TAB AA-15-2, 
AA-15-6). was informed that the UH-1 would require refueling prior to returning to 
Kelly Air Force Base and that this would be accomplished at Carrizo Springs appro21 nautical 
miles to the northeast (TAB V-4, AA-15-3, AA-17). With this information in mind, 
requested that the border patrol helicopter transport them to Carrizo Springs (TAB V-4). The 
approximate flight time to Carrizo Springs was 10 minutes (TAB AA-1 5-3). With the estimated 40 
minute delay at the crash site after the border patrol helicopter arrived, this placed the mishap crew at 
Carrizo Springs at approximately 1220 Central Standard Time. The action to move the mishap crew 
was relayed to the UH-i which dropped off personnel at the crash site at approximately 1150 Central 
Standard Time then proceeded to Carrizo Springs (TAB AA-15-2). The UH-i arrived at Carrizo 
Springs at appioximately 1230 Central Standard Time (TAB AA-15-2, AA-15-6). The fli s 
onboard the UN-I inspected the downed crewmembers, took their vital signs, and splited& 
ankle (TAB VA, AA-15-6). They were then transported by the.UH-1 to Lacidand AFB, Texas arriving 
at Wilford M Medical Center between 1350 and 1430 Central'Standard Time (TAB V-4, V-9, V-10, 
AA-15-2). The recorded arrival time at Wford Hall Medical Center varied depending-on the source 

-" C. - : . . -....  

"Th aciive s of AFTO For' 81's wre on boaithemishapaircra at time of the crash 
and therefore not available for review due to their destruction, However, a thormigh review of 
availablelhistorical maintenance do en ion dating back 60 .days revealed no significant 

" " - ir aritiee s or deficiencies-(TAB AA-l). o - . .  

k. MaintuancePersonel.and Supervision I -.  

6 
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A review of personnel training records, proficiency levels, and aircraft certifications determined that 

personnel were adequately trained, experienced, and supervised to perform the tasks ssigned or 

performed. There was no evidence of maintenance practices or procedures that may relate to the 

accident (TAB AA-1).  

1. Engine. Fuel, Hydraulic, and Oil Inspection Analysis: 

A review of engine inspection data and test report data for fuel, hydraulic fluid, and oil revealed no 

irregularities (TAB AA-1).  

m. Airframe and Aircraft Systems: 

(1) A review of pertinent component and accessory systems indicated no discrepancies. No 
component accessory system repair station for repairing benchchecking, or testing 
components/accessories is suspected of failure in this mishap (TAB AA-1).  

(2) Post-accident analysis of the engine by San Antonio Air Logistics Center (SA-ALC) indicated that 

the engine was hit by a soft body object on the nose cone, later identified as a turkey vulture. The 

object was ingested by the engine causing internal object damage severe enough to stall the engine.  

The damage degraded the enginds performance to the point where it was unable to produce useable 
thrust or perform an airstart (TAB 3-2, 0-8).  

(3) Engine Manufcturer.  
Pratt and Whitney 
179600 Beeline Hwy.  
Jupiter, FL 33478-9600 

n. QOerations Personnel and Supervision: 

The mission was authorized by 
a locally generated flight clearance form (TAB .K-2). Squadron supervisory personnel 

V r t in the squadron, but were not present for the briefin. The mission was thoroughly 
briefed in accordance with MULTI-COMMAND INSTRUCTION 11-416 (TAB V-4, V-7, V-8).  

o. Crew t,.

(1) 1 1 5 an experienced pilot with .over. 2930 flying hours in fighters and 
ftraners and~ a' forshligh le . o~,d over 1810 in theiF-16A/B models of whidi 

Q"dti 5 wer instructorp piothoutrs aiid 57 were flight examiner hours. The 30160/90 day 
. I jiwere 5,9/140/28.6 hoursT(.AB G-2-T-8, V-8).  

--. 2i nl a qualified In additiotj~was previously qualified as 

"a weapon s opeator inthe 7? l -dver 1715 total ho6 of which over 

"1415-hou.sFere l9gedi in-the F4og .edat•TAl of 120 hours in the 
Ft-16B:ýAW0/60/90 f yýin toitals were 2 M/VB4134ioursýTJAB G-4. -- 7, V-3)J.

7
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(1) Both iand were medically qualified at the time of the mishap 

(TAB AA-2).  

(2) suffered a fractured left ankle (TAB X, AA-2). TheM suffered a 

compression fracture of the lumbar spine but remained mobile on the ground after the ejection 

(TAB X, V-4, AA-2). It was the opinion of this board' dt both 

injuries occurred as the result of the parachute landing (TAB AA-2).  

q. Navaids and Facilities: 

All navaids and facilities were operating and functional on 1 July 1994 (TAB AA-14).  

r. Weather: 

The closest reporting stations to the mishap site, Laughlin and Laredo, showed weather to be 

visual meteorological conditions with scattered clouds at 3000 feet above ground level and surface 

winds out of the southeast at 12 to 20 knots (TAB W-2). testified, however, that the 

winds appeared to be "dead calm" duringoparachute descent (TAB V-4).  

s. Directives and Publications: 

(1) The following publications were applicable to the mission: 

AFR 50-46 Weapons Ranges 
AFR 60-1 Flight Management 
AFR 60-16 General Flight Rules 
AFR 55-79 Aircrew and Weapons Director Procedures for Air Operations 

MCI 11-208 Flying Training 
MCI 11-416 F-16 Pilot Operational Procedures 
TO IF-16A-1 Flight Manual F-16 
DOD FLIP General Planning 

(2) The following are known or suspected deviations from directives or publications by mishap 

crewmnembers or others involved in the mission: 

(a)an deviated from AFR 55-79 by descending out of the bottom 

of the Crta -,Are withouta "Knock-It-Off" or "Termint as directed in 

para.-c3ada~ 2(rB A V-3,V-6, AA-16)..  

(b) f and deviated from AFR 60-16, para 4-2c, 4-4, 4-59, and DOD 

FLIP G -aPlanig paa 3,,,by not complying with speiausi rsac cordinatio 
prdtis=dairif_ý c l (TAB V-4 .V-5;--6,.O-•,8 AA-7).  

(c) din d e~iasted kfroiAFR 60-16, para 5;7b-iand A3-3 by-, 
operatnti -aircraft'o'ti i1 peia ue airspaice below 10,0 feet ifii~e sea level above 

- -. ;A -.A 

-from AFR 60-1oparia-8 by nottakingiactiontope or correc 

Icet outside of special use airspace (TABV-4, V-, 7AA-6).  
8 
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(e) and deviated from TACR 55-116, Chapter 8/149 FG, 

Supplement 1, para -M y operating their aircraft below 1500 feet above ground level outside 

of special use airspace (TAB V-4, AA-12).  

(ad viated from T. 0. IF- 16A- 1, Section 3, EJECTION, by 
delaying their ejection to b ow 0 feet above ground level (TAB V-4, AA-9).  

3. STATEMENT OF OPINION 

a. Under 10 U. S. C. Section 2254 (d) any opinion of the accident investigator as to the cause of, or the 

factors contributing to, the accident set forth in the accident investigation report may not be 
considered as evidence in any civil or criminal proceeding afising from an aircraft accident, nor may 
such information be considered an admission of liability by the United States or by any person 
referred to in those conclusions or statements.  

b. Upon entry into the Crystal Military Operating Area, MATT 43 element split off ftom MATT 41 

element and proceeded to a north point in preparation for tactical intercepts. The pilot of MATT 44, 
Lt Col MlWes, assumed tactical lead of the element, and maneuvered to set up the first intercept (TAB 

V-4).  

c. For an unknown reason,ý i and ind escended through 6000 feet mean sea level, 
the assigned and publish i e Cry M vfitary Operating Area, and leveled off at 

_approximately 1000 feet above the ground or between 1400 to 1850 feet mean sea level (TAB N-4, 

V-4, V-5, V-6, AA-16, AA-17).  

d. There is no evidence to show that mthe designated element lead, made any attempt to 

prevent orpcorrect the deviation from the assigned airspace (TAB V-2, V-3, V-4, AA-4).  

e. The estimated altit of the mishap e1weint was 1000 feet above ground level prior to the birdstrike.  
This-visual _est=iate`c'ame fi6m an experienced crew member in MATT 44 acting in the capacity of 

fihsugo.The flights surgeon wsexperienced in the low altitude environment vith'ovei -1400 
flying ho 'as a _o 0.operati r an F- prio tomedical sclool. -_In ad ,a 500 foot 

low&.--h.' nR1 10.5.a 1 y the m--'• mrp e aircrew notmo re than 30 mn"utes 
earierj h 'igh VIM geo -bA~ifi-i op mak6 a visua assessmentof his attitude 

er Xn suro- •T•CMMi, INS UCurn-ty'E~ to 31 

oi e'e-@ mnd9app i act site, also 
pro'ddsesineofltuewl id sindnnimiattd of'6000 fetmean sea 

levl .ltigh he yeimnes istot anexenned~pilothe do~ekhave o xpiaena 
low altiteflym qpouen, ass~eq~~hlcpe T ~ -~V4Y5~ 

ýW -d r(um ac~airsp~e or ZI 'd devitiicmsi as, Ke AF1R604-1 

'and MrTCM ADNTIU fO~- ~ iot n&hve anfiiýirn reqiuirement to 
mainainfaiilinzawn Wit aplidiab 1"t ymg egaois or directives-othertm rl tin t 

ý6"alAAI7)o fiNiti astagdatis 
N Qdf iiftimeieqAAirem-ijs(TABiAkit8, - onot 

awae f t~aeaclearance oriith p~bji, ;ebi~ he-Cry~stal ?Aihti prtn Areia( .'V4).  

9 
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g. The pilots of MATT 41 and 42,V FPlndM cannot be held accountable for MATT 

43 element's airspace or airspeed aions as they were not in a position to visually witness the 

element's manuvering, did not communicate with, or have radar contact with the element (TAB N-2, 

V-7, V-B).  

h. A study of turkey vulture strikes dearly indicates that the probabity of a strike substantially increases 

at 1500 feet or less above ground level (TAB 0-11). The pilots of MATT 43 and 44 placed their 

aircraft in an area of significantly higher potential for turkey vulture strike by operating below the 

assigned and published base of the area (TAB N-4, 0-11, AA-17).  

i. Clear and convincing evidence indicates that the cause of the mishap was the ingestion of a turkey 

vulture weighing approximately 4.5 pounds into the engine of aircraft 83-1173 (TAB 0-8). The 

ingestion of this bird resulted in progressive engine damage, a loss of thrust, and subsequent 

total failure of major engine components (TAB J-2). A successful airstart was not possible (TAB 

J-2).  

DAVID S. PARKER, LT COL, USAF 
Investigating Officer
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